Carter Toughens Stand on Iran

By Bevin Thomas

The Journal OKLAHOMA OKLAHOMA CITY — "We do not have the full repu-
taxation of the Islamic Republic and the terrorist organization that is the homeland for the terrorist organizations that have been in existence for the past 25 years," said President Carter, making the an-

f of the 25-year-old terrorist organization may be the United States.

The United States has not supported the Taliban, which is seen as a terrorist organization.

The president said that the United States is "not going to walk away" from the situation in Afghanistan.
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Cable Efforts Ending

Oklahoma Image Projects To Be Presented

Oklahoma City - The former Soviet Union is expected to announce a new series of cultural projects in Oklahoma City later this month. The announcement may include the establishment of a new cultural center in the city, and was expected to be made by the end of the week.

Poe Slates Conference

Oklahoma City - Poe, Oklahoma City's new city manager, has scheduled a conference in the city next month to discuss the city's economic development.

Highway Projects Okayed

Oklahoma City - The state's transportation department has approved several highway projects in the city, including the construction of a new interchange on the south side of the city.

Confession Ruling Expended

Oklahoma City - A judge has ruled that a confession made by a defendant in a murder case will not be admissible in court.

Judge Tosses Tax Law

Oklahoma City - A judge has thrown out a tax law that was passed by the state legislature earlier this year.

Peru Seeking Airlift

Lima, Peru - Peru's government has requested an airlift from the United States to transport Peruvian victims of the Lima earthquake from New York to Lima.

McCarty Suffers Heart Attack

Oklahoma City - Former football player and coach Fred McCarty of Radium, Ok., died of a heart attack in his home on Monday.

Winds, Tornado Hit State

Draper Says Recess May Be Necessary

Volcano Dangerous

REWARD $300.00

MISSING CHILDREN

KIMBERLY CASEY TIMOTHY CASEY

Oklahoma City - The city's police department has offered a reward for information leading to the return of two missing children.

Braniff introduces all 747SPs to the Pacific and Far East.

Hong Kong - Guam - Seoul - Singapore - Honolulu

Braniff introduces all 747SPs to the Pacific and Far East. These Special Performance 747s are designed to go faster than other types.

Braniff takes delivery of its first 747SP, which will be used on the new route.

Branch manager, Braniff International Airways

RS8710-1-015-02/07/80

REWARD $200.00

MISSING CHILDREN

ROBERT O. CUMMINGHAM, Private Investigator
at 591 INVESTORS CAPITAL BUILDING
Oklahoma City, 73102, or call
AREA CODE 405-521-6058, Oklahoma City.
Reagan Blasts Moves

By United Press International

Washington (UPI) — President Reagan fired shots at the Carter administration today in a heated speech where he accused the president of doing a "very bad job" by reacting to a 1979 oil embargo from the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).

The president, who delivered the speech from the Rose Garden of the White House, said the government had reacted slowly to the rise in oil prices and did not respond fast enough to the embargo.

He added that the administration had failed to present a plan to the public that would help alleviate the situation and that the administration was too "fatally" slow to react to the crisis.

"The government is not prepared," Reagan said. "It has not presented a plan that would offer hope to the American people for some kind of response to the problem."

"We have a situation where there are more problems than there are solutions," he continued. "And until we find a way to solve these problems, the American people will continue to suffer."
Day Of Shame

As the price hike takes center stage, the day of shame is not far away. The price hike reached a new peak with the increase in gas prices. The gas stations are crowded with people trying to fill their tanks. The increase in prices has left many drivers feeling frustrated and upset. The situation is getting worse with each passing day.

Home At Last

After months of waiting, the return of the refugees is finally here. The refugees have been living in camps for years, waiting for the day they could return to their homes. The government has finally made it possible for them to return. The refugees are happy and excited to be back home.

Other Editors Say

Cut Off

One of President Carter's most controversial programs has been cut off. The program was called "Cut Off," and it was designed to help people who were facing difficulties in paying their bills. The program was discontinued due to budget constraints.

Thoughts

"I've always been upset about this. It's not fair to people who are in need. It's a shame that we have to do this." - Dick West

Another Mideast Worry: Pakistan's Nuclear Bomb

WASHINGTON — In the face of new evidence, the United States has been observing Pakistan's nuclear program. According to sources, the United States government has been monitoring Pakistan's nuclear program for some time. The government is concerned about the possibility of a nuclear weapon being developed.

Iranian Oil Facilities Attacked Near Border

By Global Press Information

A group of smugglers attacked Iranian oil facilities near the border with Iraq. The attack was carried out using a rocket-propelled grenade (RPG). The facilities were damaged, but there were no reported injuries.

Hostage Denies Charge

BERLIN (TASS) — German authorities have charged a hostage with the murder of a German official in the United States. The hostage, currently held by the SAS, is accused of the murder.

FBI To Release Text

WASHINGTON — The FBI is preparing to release a text that was found in a car belonging to a suspect in the Oklahoma City bombing. The text contains information that may be relevant to the investigation.

Organ-Like

The new product is designed to look and feel like human organs. The product is made using a combination of human and artificial materials. The product is expected to be popular among people who are looking for a more natural-looking alternative.

Harriet Van Horne

'Hail To Which Chief' Play Begun

The "Hail To Which Chief" play is now underway. The play is about the life of a chief in the United States. The play is being performed in several cities across the country.

Richard Reeves

And They Call It Public Service

The phrase "public service" is often used to describe government programs. However, the reality is that many of these programs are not serving the public well. The programs are often corrupt and inefficient.

Jack Anderson

The gun store is being sold to a company called Progun. The company is known for its high-quality weapons. The sale is expected to bring in a lot of money for the gun store.

TV TODAY

Morning

8:00 AM
- "Good Morning America"
- "Today Show"

Afternoon

2:00 PM
- "The Tonight Show"
- "60 Minutes"

Evening

8:00 PM
- "The Daily Show"
- "The Colbert Report"
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Rich Lights
from Viceroy

The rich low 'tar.'
The rich alternative for the low tar smoker.


Vital Statistics

Freed Returns To Town

Fast Is Word Billy Tubbs Understands

Defense, Teamwork NBA Key

Sooners Get Back On Winning Track

Cowboys, Mizzou Split Pair

OU Defense Has Long Way To Go
Sullivan No Longer Throws Passes

George Now Picking On The Mets

Moffett To Mediate Baseball Negotiations
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Canadiens Launch Bid For Stanley Cup

Gomez Only New Face In Cubs’ Lineup

Lukken Claims Medalist Honors

Buffalo Pair Share Varsity

Coe Will Run In Moscow

Hail Given Contract Extension
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Stocks Fall Sharply

NEW YORK (AP) - A broad-based Wall Street sell-off pushed the Dow Jones average of 30 industrials 15.79 points lower to a close of 768.34. The blue-chip index ended the week with a loss of 29.26 points over its close on Friday, and Monday's session opened 5.84 below the Dow's close on Friday. The Standard & Poor's 500-stock index plunged 26.13 points to 281.99, ending a 2.1% loss in a week. Brokers and money managers said they were concerned about rising interest rates, which could harm profits for companies that have borrowed heavily to finance operations. The Averaging Stock Exchange's Composite Index, which includes small and midsize companies, fell 7.63 points to 136.54. The index was off 5.82 points for the week, the biggest weekly loss since the start of 1980. A sell-off in the bond market contributed to the decline. 

Terrorists Arraigned

A four-man group connected to a radical Palestinian organization was arraigned in Federal court here today on charges of conspiring to transport explosives into the United States for terrorist attacks. The group was arrested last week after the New York State police discovered a large cache of ammunition, including 150 pounds of high explosive, 500 pounds of lighter fluid, and a quantity of matches in a storage facility in the Bronx. The police also seized a truck and a car used to transport the weapons. The group was founded by Sheik Yassin, a leader of the Palestine Liberation Organization, and has been involved in a series of bombings and assassinations in the Middle East. They have been implicated in the assassination of several prominent political figures, including Abu Nidal, a former PLO leader. The group's tactics have been condemned by both the United States and Israel, which have called for its disbanding. The four men were arrested as they attempted to enter the United States with the weapons and were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, assault, and destruction of property.

Legal Notices

Legal Notices

Nun stabbed to death in Brooklyn

A young nun was stabbed to death earlier today in Brooklyn, according to the police. The nun, a member of the Sisters of St. Dominic, was found with multiple stab wounds in her cell at the convent where she lived. The police are investigating the case as a murder. The victim's name has not been released. The convent where she lived is located in a quiet residential neighborhood, and the surrounding area appears to be safe. The police have not yet released any additional information about the murder.
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Satisfaction, Camel Filters style.

Some men taste it all: Rich warm flavor. Smooth even taste. Solid satisfaction. Only from the Camel Filters blend of Turkish and domestic tobaccos.